Abstract-Sensors are envisioned to be at the center of dis-to compare tuples in one infinite stream with the tuples in tributed collaborative computing services involving time-critical the other when joining two unbounded streams. Therefore decision support. Sensors are small devices with limited com-it is more sensible and useful to impose window predicates munication and computational capabilities that collect data on . . their neighboring physical world and send the data periodically to on these streams and then perform the joins on the reduced server machines. Sensors form a collaborative network with these snapshots. These snapshots or windows could be time-based, servers, where the sensors gather information and the servers e.g., containing tuples arriving in the last t seconds, or countperform various operations (e.g. filter, aggregate, join etc) on based, in which case only the most recent w tuples are of the information streams in real-time according to predefined interest. In either case the windows are continuously sliding, 
, that gradually increase in bandwidth and computing power [5] . In such a setup the less expensive operations such as aggregation and filters are placed in server nodes that are I. INTRODUCTION closer to the sensors in the hierarchy or sometimes in the Due to advancements in sensor technology and their minia-sensors themselves. On the other hand, the more expensive ture size, sensors are being used everywhere to monitor and operators, e.g. joins, are placed in the nodes closer to the root collect data. Sensor networks are being used in a wide range or in the root. Suppose a query that requires fifteen sensor of applications in fields such as military, medicine, process streams (15-way join) to be joined together, is posed at the control and manufacturing, bio-terrorism, climate control etc. root. If the root has five child nodes then the query can be Sensors are being embedded in countless devices and deployed distributed in a way so that each child joins three sensor in locations such as highways, airports, hospitals, laboratories, streams and forwards its result to the root. Finally the root shopping malls, and office buildings. We are on our way joins the five incoming streams from its five children and to creating an environment where computers would create produces the final result. a collaborative computing environment with thousands of sensors and make automated decisions in an effort to could all be located in a specific area or could be the set of all 1) (1) will be appended to R1 's window.
sensors. If the sensors were producing data in a synchronized 2) (1) will be compared against all the tuples in R2's win-manner, then we could just get the last reading from each dow. All joined tuples of the form (R1.x, R2 .X, R2 Y), sensor and find the average or the maximum difference. Since in this case (1, 1, 4), will be added to the intermediate that is not the case, one way to solve the problem would be result of R1 >< R2. They will be propagated along the to use sliding windows for each sensor stream to hold the outgoing edge of the join node and compared to all the recent samples and perform join operation on these windows tuples in R3's window. All matching tuples of the form using the timestamp as the join attribute. This would produce (Rl.x, R2.x, R2.y, R3.y), in this case (1, 1, 4, 4), will joined tuples containing readings from each sensor taken at be propagated as part of the result. the same time. Then from these joined tuples, the average or 3) (3) will be removed from R1's window to maintain the the maximum difference can be measured. window size. As a result of this, the matching tuple
In this paper, we focus on multi-way join queries on count-(3, 3, 6) will be removed from the intermediate join node based sliding windows of sensor streams. In a centralized R1>D R2.
system, our algorithms could be used in the root server to produce an optimized join tree. Similarly in a distributed R=;R, R, R,.x R2x R,.y R,.y R >< s system they could be used at the server nodes that perform A production system or a rule engine is defined by a set If a tuple arrives at R3 the process remains the same except each assertion is called a working memory element (WME).
that it will only be compared with the tuples in R1 >< R2.
A rule is specified by a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand The overall processing time for a query is significantly side (RHS). The LHS is just a conjunction of conditions and affected by the choice of join tree. In our example, if stream the RHS specifies the set of actions that has to be performed R1 has the highest arrival rate, then a join tree with the order when LHS of the rule is matched. Conditions on the LHS may (R2 >< R3) >< R, maybe preferred over the one shown contain variables and are mostly used for inter-condition tests in Fig. 2 (a) [6] is a fast matching the intermediate result size and output rate of R2 >< R3 is very algorithm based on forward chaining that transforms the leftbig compared to that of R1 >< R2 then the tree in Fig. 2 (a) hand sides of rules to a data-flow network. There are six types may still be the better choice.
of nodes in Rete networks: In order to see how join queries could be useful in process-1) root node: This is the root of the whole rete network. ing sensor data, let us look at another example.
2) const nodes: These one-input nodes test single relaExample 2. Consider a scenario where tens of sensors are tion conditions (selections) that are also called intrapositioned in various locations of a building for periodically condition tests. of joins from and nodes. 6) p nodes: These are the terminal /3-memory nodes that hold the final result sets for a single rule.
caching [13] , filter ordering [14] , adaptive plan generation,
The one-input nodes form the a-network and two-input nodes maintaining statistics [15] etc. form the pattern-network. When an assertion adds or removes A rate-based query optimization model was proposed for a WME, a token is created and passed on to the network continuous queries in [16] . to cope with memory constraints in [17] . Relevant work on appropriate alpha-memories. Copies of the tokens are passed join ordering algorithms include XJoin [7] , and MJoir down to successive join (two-input) nodes. At the join nodes joi n in algrith ile XJoi m [7 d [18]. XJoim iS similar to the RETE match algorithm [6] the inter-condition tests are performed using join variable bind-as it stores intermediate join results to avoid re-computation. [12] , heuristics that limits the number of candidate caches to m and uses exhaustive search over the 2 m possible combinations. join tree with n streams. (This due to the fact that any tree When the number of streams n is large, m should be large to with n leaf nodes has n -1 internal nodes.) get enough benefit out of the additional caches. In fact m is Let ST = {ST 1 i < n -1} be the set of join nodes in the order of n since in the second step of the algorithm for a join tree T, and let iCST and dCST respectively be the they start with up to n globally-consistent caches. This makes insertion and deletion costs of a particular join node ST in T. both, the algorithm of finding the caches and maintaining the The estimated total cost incurred by a given join tree T during caches, very costly. Therefore when n is large, the best XJoin a unit-time period is then defined as tree should outperform plans with globally consistent caches.
In this paper we focus on finding the best XJoin or Rete n-l join tree. Most join algorithms and join order generators focus cost(T) = 3 (ic57 + dc57).
only on linear join trees. However, our trees do not have any restriction on their topologies (bushy); therefore the search Our goal is to find a join tree T that minimizes the estimated space is much larger and produces more efficient join trees.
unit-time cost cost(T) (i.e., maximizes throughput). We have proven that this problem is NP-hard. The proof can be found that we developed in earlier work. Then we will present the When a match is found the joined tuple is inserted to the Fodp algorithm.
list of partial results stored at s. The total matching (i.e., comparison) cost incurred at s for all tuples arriving from I and r constitutes the insertion cost ics. Similarly, when a A. The OptDP Algorithm tuple (q) expires at I or r, all the tuples stored in s that were Our optimal dynamic programming algorithm OptDP concreated from (q) have to be deleted constituting the deletion siders all possible join trees for a given set of streams under cost dcs. We use 's to denote the join ratio(probability) at stable conditions. Notice for any set of n streams, the output node s. Given the above notations, we calculate ics, w, dcs, rate and result size of the root node are same regardless of the and outs as follows: join tree. Consequently once an optimal join tree for a subset icS = (O~ttl * fr(wr) + oultr * fi(wi)) * ts
(1) p of n streams is known, it does not have to be recomputed. However OptDP has to consider all possible subsets of a Ws = Wl * Wr'^s (2) given set to find the optimal tree. dcs = (outi fs(ws) + outr fs(ws)) ts inserting and deleting a tuple, since they should be negligible compared to matching costs. Consequently, dcS 0 if s is the for Sl > 1, and C(Ts) =0, for Sl 1. The execution final join node. There will be exactly n-1 join nodes in any time of OptDP is in the order of (3Th -2Th±1 + 1)/2 [1] .
B. The XGreedyJoin Algorithm structure for all the triplets are known, sequences of length XGreedyJoin is a greedy algorithm. At each step it four are considered. The algorithm proceeds in this manner by chooses the pair of nodes that would minimize the sum of increasing the length of the sequence until it finds the optimal insertion and deletion costs incurred at the resulting join node. tree for the whole sequence. Notice that a two dimensional Let each stream Ri be represented by a leaf node ni, each triangular matrix is enough to hold all the eligible join nodes with its output rate, window size and attribute list, where the that have to be evaluated by the algorithm, each representing output rates are the measured output rates during runtime. Let a joined stream sequence. Let this matrix be called M. The cdts be the set of currently available nodes that can be joined. th row of the matrix contains nodes for sequences of length i Initially it contains all the leaf nodes. During each iteration of and the jth column corresponds to sequences starting with the loop, all possible pairs of nodes from cdts are considered stream Rj. Fig. 5 shows a layout of M with 5 streams. to be joined. For each pair of these nodes their conditional In this figure each stream is represented by its index. E.g. join probability is computed based on their common attributes M[4,2] contains 2345, which corresponds to the join node using runtime distinct value counts. Insertion and deletion for R2 D R3 D R3 D R5. In order to compute the Fodp costs are computed and added to get the incremental cost. subtree for the sequence 2345, the pairs {2, 345}, {23, 45} and
The pair of nodes that has the minimum incremental cost is {234, 5} are examined and the combination with the minimum chosen to be joined. After being chosen the two nodes are cost is chosen. Notice that we do not consider overlapping taken out of cdts and the join node is added to the list in their pairs such as {234, 345}. Fig. 6 gives pseudo-code for Fodp. place. The process is continued until there is only the root of The function getCost computes the cost of a subtree using the tree is left in cdts. 
C. The Fodp Algorithm
Given an ordered set of streams, the Fodp only looks at the trees that do not violate the given order, which means out of= the n! permutations it considers only a single permutation, i.e. 12 the given order. Fodp finds an optimal join tree for a single permutation in 0(n3) time.
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Notice that given a set of n streams, the same joined 1234 2345 tuples are produced regardless of the join tree being used. __ Consequently, the result size and the output rate of the n-way 12345 join should remain same also, regardless of the join tree being used. Therefore the principal of optimality holds. Once the optimal tree for a particular sequence in the given permutation permutation will be violated. Following the above relation Fodp first finds the costs for each of the n -1 pairs of leaf nodes, which gives their optimal costs since two nodes can Fig. 6 . Pseudo Code for Fodp be joined in only one way. After the optimal costs for each pair are known, the cost for each triplets are computed. There are n-2 possible triplets for n nodes that maintain the given order. For any such triplet {mi, in2, in3} there are two possible D. Fodp variants trees, given by (in1 >< in2) >< in3 and in1 >< (in2 >< in3) (any Although Fodp finds the optimal tree for a given order, other tree would violate the given order). The tree with the it is handicapped by the order maintaining restriction. The lower cost is the optimal tree for the triplet. Once the optimal goodness of the tree it produces is also dependent upon what order its starts with. Therefore we have developed three as follows: variants of Fodp that use the three heuristics discussed earlier, 1 namely sort by arrival rate, sort by window size and sort by
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Tn max(dVRi,X , dVRj,x) join ratio. We call these three variants FodpAR, FodpW .i.n and FodpJR respectively. Each Fodp variant first sorts the rs w(i) w(j) joirratio streams using its corresponding heuristic to make sure that it where J {A(i) n A(j)} and A(i) is the set of attributes in starts with a presumably good order. Then it applies the Fodp Ri. Note that each dvRi ,x and wi are the adjusted values. For algorithm on this order to get the final join tree. The heuristics the intermediate join nodes the dv and max values for each that orders by join ratio first computes the pairwise join ratio joining attribute X is measured using the following equations, for each pair of streams and chooses the pair (R1, R2) with where left and right represent the two children of the join the smallest join ratio. At the next step it chooses the stream node. that has the smallest join ratio with either R1 or R2. Once the third stream is picked every other stream is chosen on the dvj0in,x mim(mim(dvleft,x, dVright,x), rs)) basis that it has the smallest join ratio with the stream that maxjoin,x = min(maxleft,x, maxright,X) was chosen last. and can be quite unpredictable. An optimal join tree may From these arrival counts arrival rates are estimated after each become drastically inefficient within a short period. Therefore x seconds over a sliding window of y seconds in a straight systems have to adapt continuously to the current conditions to forward manner. E.g. for our synthetic experiments x and y maintain high throughput. Our system continuously monitors were both set to 5 seconds. the streams and reevaluates stream arrival rates. It periodically calls the optimizing algorithm to adapt to the current stream conditions. Next we discuss how the join ratios are approx-B Migration of intermediate results during transition ofjoin imated, which is followed by a discussion on dynamic plan tree migration.
When a new join tree is created, the new join nodes have to be populated with Ri for each attribute X C Ri. We also find the maximum avoid the computation necessary to create a new node and value maXRi,X that represents the range for attribute X in re-generate its results.
the current window of stream Ri. This is done only before calling our optimizing algorithm to reduce runtime overhead.
Reuse existing results: If the previous case is not satisfied, Assuming uniform distribution we adjust the wimdow size and we check if the current node is semantically same as any node dv values of the window with the bigger range by multiplying in the old tree. Two join nodes are semantically same if they it with the ratio of the smaller range to the bigger range. produce the same results despite having different structures.
Using the containment assumption we calculate the join ratio In Figures 7 (a) Tests using sensor data: The scenario for these experiments in a saturated manner, i.e. the new tuple is sent as soon as the is exactly the scenario that was described in example 2. We old tuple has been processed. In other words the throughput used a real sensor dataset from Intel Research, Berkeley rates represent the maximum load the system can handle. For Lab. The Intel Lab dataset contains readings from 54 these testcases a number z is randomly chosen from the range sensors in the Intel Research, Berkeley Lab [24] . Each 1-20. The arrival rates were permuted among the streams after sensor sample has the attributes temperature, humidity, light, z seconds to simulate volatile conditions. After each shuffle voltage, sensorID and timestamp. To evaluate the various a new z is randomly chosen and the process continues. Note algorithms we ran join queries of the following semantic form:
that the results account for all types of overheads. where ts is the timestamp of a tuple, n is the number Fodp variants performed significantly better than the XJoin of sensor streams and sliding window size is 100 for each variants and almost as good as OtpDP. They performed either stream. For each n, where n C {10, 15, 20}, we ran 10 comparably or better (T2, T4, T5) than XGreedyJoin. On different tests. For each test, n sensor streams where randomly average, trees from Fodp variants can handle three times the chosen from the set of 54 sensors. Fig. 9 reports the average 
